o-stars in photographic plates are classified into those originated from heavy and light nuclei. The branching ratio of disintegration modes, the a-j ratio, and the energy distribution of emitted particles are measured for light stars. Foilowing characteristic features of light stars are ascertained; 1) the large prong number, 2) the large a-p ratio, 3) the low kinetic energy of emitted particles, and 4) the frequent emission of heavy fragments. The disintegration of 0 2 into two a-particles and a proton are studied in detail, and the possible emission of BeB nuclei is discussed. It turns out to be the main disintegration mode, that the rcst energy of o-meson is primarily shared among only a few member of nucleons and the residual part ramains in a similar to the excited levels appeared in low energy reactions. § 1. Introduction
Since the discovery of two mesons, many authors have investigated the a-stars in detail.
Through the works of Perkins l ) and Menon, Muirhead and Rochat 2 ), we know that the general features of stars from heavy nuclei can satisfactorily be understood by the evaporation theory.
While, for a-stars from light nuclei, our knowledge is left rather obscure.
We have observed 93 light stars out of total 200 a-stars in Eastman NTA emulsion, which was supplied by the Radiation Laboratory of Berkeley.
The branching ratio for various disintegration modes, and the energy distribution of emitted particles were measured. The emission of Be R nuclei is examined for ten favourable cases among carbon stars and for further nine examples found in another plate, Ilford C2. A possible interpretation will be given, referring to experimental data on other reactions of light nuclei. 4 ) If it has a particle of sufficiently low energy (proton of ;:S 4 Mev and a-particle of ;:S 9 Mev), it is a light star. 5) If the total charge of a star is definitely < 4e, it is a heavy star.
Out of total 200 a-stars with any prong, we were able to identify 93 stars as light and 78 as heavy. Though remaining 29 stars were left undetermined, a considerable part of them could be heavy stars on account of their a-p ratio.
We define the tracks longer than 5 p. as prongs, and their prong number distributions are shown in the following table.
This distribution is in agreement with that obtained by other authors. mined. Among tracks shorter than lOp they are attributed to heavy fragments, as far as the conservation of charge compells it.
Other short tracks are tentatively assigned as " probable" 0.' s.
A) The classification of disintegration modes of 93 light stars are given in Table 2 .
p, 0. and / denote proton, a-particle and heavy fragment, respectively.
One can suppose that some "probable" (1.' C) The range distributions are obtained for stopped protons and (I.-particles. We get their energy distributions, correcting for the fraction of escaping from the emulsion by geometrical considerations. They are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . The range distribution of heavy fragments are also shown in Fig. 3 . VE exp(-E/e) with e=4.8 Mev. In some case such as 1 jJlfJ. and 3fJ., we can make identification of the disintegration of particular nuclei. We examined in detail the disintegration of C 12 nucleus into 1 jJlfJ.. We picked up ten favorable cases" where emitted two (f.-particles stop in emulsion.
We can measure the range, i. e., the energy of two a-particles and the angle between them. Now, we calculate the energies of the relative and the center of mass motion of them. Table 3 shows the results for ten· cases. To obtain better statistics, we analyzed further nine 1 jJlfJ. stars out of 100 a-stars found in Ilfol'd C2 emulsion, and the result is shown in Table 4 . Our measured values on the energy of relati~e motion have an error of at most 0.5 Mev in the most unfavourable cases, while only a few lowest excited energy levels of Be R nuclei are unambiguously established from experiments on artificial reactions. Therefore, the above assumption does not seem contradict with the experiments, especially in cases of the small energy of relative motion.
The energy of the center of mass motion should be compared with the kinetic energy of stable heavy fragments. The similarity of both energy distributions makes the assumption more plausible. § 5. Discussions One may assume that most part of rest energy of a-meson is distlibuted among all nucleons and an equilibrium state is reached in some instance in the nucleus. This hypothesis, combining with the evaporation theory, can satisfactorily explain the main features of heavy a-stars. But, when it is applied to light nuclei, we at once encounter serious difficulties.
For example, the expected mean energy of emitted particles is much smaller than the observed one. Therefore, we have to think that a O"-meson is absorbed by some small cluster of nucleons in nuclei, which Menon, Muirhead and Rochat named as "primary process "2). This primary pro~ess results in the emission of a few high energy nucleons, which easily escape from a nucleus due to its transparency. Then the rest part of the nucleus receives only a small disturbance, and it can be supposed to be similar to the excited states reached by low energy reactions.
The above consideration can schematically be understood in terms of the a-particle model for light nuclei. In the case C 12 , a O"-meson is absorbed by one a-cluster in the nucleus, which is completely disrupted by this primary interaction. Due to this disturbance, the rest two a-clusters are left behind in a state similar to an excited Be R • Subsequently it disintegrates into two a-particles or proton and Li7, etc.
Menon, Muirhead and Rochat have found a few cases out of thousands stars, where the total rest energy seems to be completely disparted throughout the nucleus~), though we have observed no such cases.
Thus we may think that the aforesaid is the main disintegration mode of meson-absorbing nuclei.
It is regrettable that our knowledge on other high energy reactions of light nuclei is more obscure than this O"-star case.
Gardner and Peterson observed the prong number distribution of stars induced by deuterons of Mev.") We can suppose that these stars are mostly originated from light nuclei.
They showed that the prong distribution does not vary with bombarding energy and is similar to that of light O"-stars.
Following our point of view, various high energy disintegration of light nuclei should have similar prong distribution, a-p ratio and energy distribution. The difference of kind of agent should appear only in primary interaction, i. e. in fast protons of stars.
